Avoiding Common Test Automation Pitfalls

By Nathan Langton, Senior Software Tester

In an age where many organizations are under pressure to accelerate their software delivery to customers, test automation is becoming a necessity. There are many reasons why it’s advantageous to implement a test automation solution as part of your testing strategy...

PQA Testing Supports Calgary Tech Community

PQA Testing is proud to announce that we will be sponsoring this year’s Startup Calgary Launch Party on November 22, 2013 in Calgary, Alberta.

The Startup Calgary Launch Party showcases 10 of Calgary’s latest and most promising local technology startup...

PQA Testing In Your Area

Critical Thinking in Software Testing: Leveraging the Scientific Method

This month nbQ will be in Saint John, NB on Nov. 21, 2013 and will be welcoming Heidi Anderson of PQA Testing to the stage to present, "Critical Thinking in Software Testing: Leveraging the Scientific Method". Click here to register for the event.
Software Cognitive Complexity Measurement

Join SQDG and Vincent Chiew as he discusses "Software Cognitive Complexity Measurement", on Nov. 12, 2013 in Calgary, AB. Click here to register for the event.

An evening of agile exploration with three of Vancouver’s finest!

yvrTesting is hosting three of Vancouver’s tech companies: Sophos, Vision Critical and Atimi Software on Nov. 6, 2013. yvrTesting’s own Christin Wiedemann will be moderating a discussion around their processes, challenges and opportunities for quality assurance in their fast paced agile environments. Click here to register for the event.

Better Software Conference East

Stop by Boston, MA on Nov. 10-15, 2013 to listen to professionals from software companies around the world. At the Better Software Conference you will learn foundation techniques that you will need to produce quality software, as well as, latest advances and trends in technology. For more information, visit the website.

Agile Development Conference East

Come join hundreds of testing professionals at the Agile Development Conference on Nov. 10-15, 2013 in Boston, MA. If you are new or have been practicing agile development then this conference is for you. For more information, visit the website.
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